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ABSTRACT

Climatic change results from changes in the terms of the energy

equation. The present study consists of an analysis of possible changes

in the radiation terms of the Polar Ocean energy budget.

The absorbed solar radiation at the surface depends mainly on clouds

and surface albedo. These factors are discussed, and the absorbed solar

radiation is presented for various extreme surface and atmospheric corditioas.

The solar radiation absorbed in the atmosphere is next discussed.

It is apparent that variations in the atmospheric short wave absorption are

of rather small importance for climatic change.

There is greater possibility of variations in long wave radiation

than of solar radiation. Theoretical polar atmospheres are discussed, With

the consequent changes in the radiation balance. The conclusion appears

that the atmosphere is at present adjusted in the best possible way for the

conservation of energy.

Long wave heat fluxes have been calculated for the condition of

an open Polar Ocean in winter and for a Polar Ocean completely frozen through-

out the year.

It is concluded that, for cloudless conditions, there is little

possibility for a change in the long wave balance in summer; the long wave

balance would become much more negative in winter; the development of a
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winter balance less negative than the present seems unlikelys. Cha. es in

surface conditions are much more important than changes in the atmosphere,

for the totil long wave radiation budget.

Various radiation budgets are presented, for different assumed

conditions. The warmest surface conditions would occur with winter overcast

and suer cloudless sky. The annual radiation balances would becomes*

with present Polar Ocean surface: ' 23.9

with frozen surface: * 3.3 K cal cm- 2

with open ocean: + 47.1

The radiation budget is presented for an open Polar Ocean with

cloud conditions such as presently found over the Norwegian Sea. It is

apparent that the Polar Ocean is at present in a delicate radiational

balance, and relatively minor variations in any term can result in a

process leading to complete freeze-over or to complete melting.

The atmospheric heat advection required with an open Polar Ocean

would decrease significantly. In winter, it is even possible that this

term in the energy budget might becone negative ( heat export by winds

from the Polar Ocean).



REGIONS
Fig. I

All hade ares mae uptheI

Tl he de areasa cmakprie the Arctic Ocean.l~ h

Norwegian-Barents Sea., i *e.*, it consists of the
Central P~olar Ocean P~lus the marginal seas.
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INTRODUCTION

Climatic change results from a change in one or several of

the terms of the energy balance equation. It can thus be studied either

by determining the changes which have taken place in the various records

(geological, botanical, climatological, etc.), or by analysing the present-

day energy budget. From such an analysis one can ascertain the climatic-

changes which would occur as a result of different values for the various

paramaters in the energy budget. The latter method will be used in the present

investigation.

There are three different types of influences affecting the

energy budget:

1. Geo~aagcal. A region may change its relative location (i.e.,

continental drift). The distribution of land-sea may change. Mountains

may be built, or eroded.

2. Atmospheric. The circulation may change, resulting in changed conditions

in certain regions. The composition of the atmosphere may change (e.g.,

002 content, cloud amount).

3. Astronomical* The energy output from the sun may change. Solar energy

might increase by collision with clouds of interstellar dust. Finally,

orbital changes may give rise to changes in the energy budget.

In the present investigation it will be assumed that the
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present-day geographical and astronomical conditions are fixed, and only

variations in the atmospheric parameters will be assumed. Further, the

chemical composition of the atmosphere will be regarded as constant.

This approach will allow quantitative statements to be made. The

main difficulty is the close inter-dependency of the terms ir the heat balance

equation. At present it is difficult to make reasonable predz.ctions of the

complicated inter&ctions subsequent to a change in even one of the terms in

the energy budget.

In thIs part of the investigation there will be made no major

attempt at predicting these interactions. It is proposed to determine first

the possible variations in the radiation terms over the Polar Ocean. Later, the

turbulent and advective terms wiUl be treated,and the interactions will be

considered at the end.

In prrevious publications the authors (1965) have discussed the

various terms of the present-day heat budget over the Arctic Ocean, (Fig. 1).

The method used was to examine each term in the energy balance

equation in -curn, and to calculate for grid points monthly mean values of

the various processes.

It became necessary to examine the existing literature on the

water balance and heat flux into the Arctic Oceaw1 , As contributions to

this subject are found in a great number of different publications, and
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as a large proportion is in Russian and not easily accessible, it was

necessary to summarize the available information as completely as possible.

The investigation was not undertaken for oceanographic purposes but for

heat balance calculations. Therefore, all the more detailed oceanographic

material was disregarded. However, much of this material will be found

in the literature. Water flux and temperatures for the various ocean currents

into and out of the Arctic were examined. Runoff and precipitation were also

studied. Ice export by the various currents was treated, and the heat gain

by formation and export of sea ice was calculated. Finally, water balance

and heat flux estimates were obtained for the Arctic and Polar Oceans, with

the annual total heat gain, including that of ice.

It next became necessary to calculate the amounts of solar

radiation reflected from the various surfaces in the Arctic at different

times of the year. Albedo is the ratio of the amount of radiation reflected

by a surface to the amount incident upon it, expressed as a percentage. An

Atlas was produced, containing a set of maps which can be used in climato-

logical studies of the Arctic. The maps are monttly maps of mean albedo in

wide class groups (20 per cent intervals). A companion report contains a

monthly tabulation of those areas within 50 latitude belts, which have certain

albedo values (5 per cent intervals). This tabulation, together with values

of solar altitude and duration of daylight, was used to calculate energy
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losses by reflection. The monthly maps which make up the Atlas were mainly

compiled from published maps of the various parameters involved. They may

be broken down into three groupe: those concerned with sea areas, those

concerned with land areas and those of a climatological nature. It should

be noted that albedo information was included for winter months in areas

with continuous darkness. This was done both for continuity and to stress

the fact that the maps express surface conditions in terms of albedo. The

companion volume contains tabulations of daylight duration for various latitudes

at different times of the year. These tabulations were based, in the first

instance, upon the monthly maps which made up the Atlas. In the Atlas the

sAtial distribution was shown visually, which necessitated the use of wide

albedo groups (20% intervals). Such a wide grouping does not permit

calLalations to be made of net solz.r radiation in the Arctic. Therefore, in

order to supply mre detailed information, specific albedo values, based upon

data given in the literature examined, were assigned to the classes used in

the maps. Transitional zones, where applicable, were inserted by assuming

z. gradient oZ albedo between classes. Albedos were tabulated for both direct

and diffuse radiation conditions where they differ significantly. The direct

radiation albedo information was presented graphically for each month in the

form of stereograms.

Cloud amount and duration of sunshkiie are generally used to estimate
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darUcL and diiffuse solar radiation incomea at the ground, where radiation

instruments are not available. This method has serious drawbacks, and a

consideration of cloud type i1- also necessarj. The different elements

required for the calculation of radiation income at the ground wtre studied

for the ar'ctic regions. Such ;alculation car give cnly general results, and

measured values of radiation in the Arctic, with different cloud types, were

÷herefore examineid. The magnLtude 4as discussed of the values in the Arctic of

albedo of cloud tops. wacer content of clouds, ground albedo, and the effect

cf composite cloud types. From the results it was possible to construct tables

which show the depletion for different combinationn of cloud types.

Next, an attempt was made to evaluate cloud conditions north of

650N. As more observations are now available than when previous cloud maps

were constructed, it seemed that a new attempt at cloud mapping, on a mowthly

basis, would be justified. It proved impossible to use a umiform •ricd of

observation for the whole area, especially for the Asian Sector. The data

used were mosd recent for the American Sector, oldest for Eurasia. The

material was insufficient to permit monthly evaluations of cloud types, so

t he results were given for seasons. For cloud amount, monthly maps were

constructed and grid point values tabulated. Seasonal maps of cloud types

were constructed, and grid poin.t tables preparemi.
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Latitulinal nicans of cloudintes3 snow LaaL there is high variability

between seasons in the north, and rather stable conditions in the south. Only

* during a short transition period in May and again in October is there little

difference in the average cloud amount over the whole arctic sector. The main

regional types of cloudiness in the Arctic were discussed. These are: Norwegian

-ea Type, Sast Siberian Type, Canadian, and Polar Ocean Type. The seasonal

pattern (winter-summer) of cloud amount and type was described and explained,

for the arctic area.

Solar radiation is the main source of energy, and that part of it

which is not reflected is of paramount importance in a study of the heat

balance of any region. The observational data available for a regional study

of solar radiation in the Arctic are still quite inadequate, and the value of

stations with short records is limited. Regional differences in insolation

are quite marlod. The calculation of insolation was based on two steps:

dete.rmination of cloudless sky radiation, and correction to actual conditions

dependent on cloud conditions. The following information is necessary to

calculate cloudless sky radiation: Extra-terrestrial radiation, solar height

(air mass), ozone absorption, water vapour absorption, atmospheric dust

absorption, and ground albedo. Bach of these was studied in turn. With these

basic data the clear sky radiation at the ground was calculated. Correction

to actual radiation on the ground was then pe rformed, using previously publish-

ed studies on cloud type frequencies and depletion by different cloud types

over the Arctic.
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Finall.y. the insolation figures were multiplied by ( 1 - albedo).

For this purpose the previously obtained albedo values were used. Insolation

and absorbed solar radiation at the ground were given for grid points for

various months.

In climatology and general circulation studies all the energy avail-

able at the surface is important, and not only the short wave component. Reliable

observations are available only for short wave radiation, and long wave compo-

nents must be obtained by the application of radiation laws to the known state

of the atmosphere.

The long wave radiation emitted from the ground was calculated with

the Stefan Boltzmann formula. Long wave radiation received at the ground was

determined from the temperature and humidity condition of the atmosphere, first

for clear sky conditions (using Elsasser radiation diagram), and then for 10/10

cloudiness with lowý, medium and high clouds. These values were then corrected

to actual cloud amounts and types. An analysis of the individual grid points

shows that there are a few quite distinct types of radiation regime: Nor-

wegian Sea Tyne, Continental Type, Pack ice Type.

Apart from radiation, evaporation and sensible heat flux are

the only means of transportii-k energy from the surface into the atmosphere.

They are therefore vital components in all heat exchange considerations.

However, they are also the most elusive elements in the energy budget.

While radiation calculations can be compared to actual observations, no method

exists of measuring and observing evaporation and sensible heat flux directly.
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h-.. fl-.. ware calculate d for each month over the Polar Ocean and the

Norwegian-Barents Sea.

Evaporation and sensible heat flux were calculated separately

J for the following areas: Central Polar Ocean, Kara-Laptev Sea, East Siberian

Sea, Beaufort Sea, and belts of f latitude of the Norwegian-Barents Sea.

A number of other phenomena were investigated in connection with

the energy balance study. These are briefly described in the following.

Large quantities of ice are exportsd from the Polar Ocean, mostly

between Q reenland and Spitsbergen. An energy budget for the Polar Ocean

camnot diaregard this energy source, and in the area of melting a correspond-

irg amoimt mst be found on the negative side of the energy balance.

Earlier estimates of ice export were re-examined, and its

variations were studied. The wind-caused component of the ice export was

found by using Zubov's formula relating ice movement to the pressure gradient.

The monthly mean meridional pressure gradients were determined along 80°N

a:.d along 650 N, between 20&W and 00, and between 40 and 30 W, respectively.

A 30-year period wi.s used (1921-39, 1946-48, 1949-56), and the wind-caused

ice drift was calculated for each month, at 80 0 N and 65°N.

Information on the East Greenland Current flow is unsatisfactory.

Therefore, indirect methods have to be used in order to obtain the ice

export by current. Danish charts of ice distribution south of 80N were

used to determine the total amount of ice transported southwards. Sub-

tracting the wind-caused export, the current-transported ice amounts were

-8-
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obtained. The wind export is relatively high: about I of the current export

and 1./3 of the total export. Considering variations in the current speed

during the year, the resulting total ice export is found to lie about 5%

below the estimate of Soviet authors, based on independent calculations for

a different observational period.

The atmosphere is nearly transparent for solar radiation but most

of the terrestrial radiation is trapped by water vapour, carbon dioxide, and

clouds. Some of this absorbed heat is radiated back to the earth's surface.

This process is generally called the *greenhouse effect" of the atmosphere.

The effect of water vapour in trapping terrestrial radiation is

the dominating influence on the direct loss of heat by radiation from ground

to space under cloudless conditions. Water vapour alone can trap 3/4 of

the terrestrial radiation. With clouds, in sumer over the Central Polar

Ocean, only 3% of the terrestrial radiation escapes through the atmosphere.

The Arctic has a strongly negative radiation balance during most

of the year. Part of the required energy import is fulfilled by the ocean

currents, and the remainder by atmospheric transport (advection). The

advection of latent heat was calculated by determining precipitation,

evaporation and change in storage of atmospheric water vapour.

The various terms and the calculated values for advected latent

heat were tabulated for different areas of the Arctic Ocean. Apart from a
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very short spell in fall, the advection of latent heat is always positive

in ýhe Polar Ocean, contributing as much as 65% of the annual precipitation.

Only 12% of the annual precipitation is contributed by advection in the

Norvegian-Barents Sea. The sensible heat transport is far more important

than latent beat advection in Arctic areas. The ratio between them is 13:1

in the, Central Polar Ocean, and 8:1 in the Norwegian-Barents Sea.

There are two main areas of semi-permanent inversion in the worldM

the subtropical belt and the polar regions. The polar inversions are general-

ly caused by the energy deficit at the surface. However, the polar inversion

is not restricted to the sub-face layers, but reaches about 2000 m into the

atmosphere. The arctic inversion is maintained in its normal position and

intensity both by surface cooling and by subsidence, as well as by warm air

advection aloft. The inversion over the Polar Ocean is dominant practically

during the whole year.

Radiosonde ascent data were used in the investigation, from

Stations "North Pole" 4, 6 and 7, and for 30 coastal stations around the

Polar Ocean. The data available from the Polar Ocean proper were insufficient

to permit a regional investigation. The results referred to the Polar Ocean

as a whole, with special weight on the central parts. No month showed less

than 59% of the time with an inversion present, and in late winter thore is

an inversion over the Polar Ocean all the time. The surface inversion has

a long mean duration in winter - spring, and a normal duration in summer.
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A slightly stable stratification is found over the Polar Ocean

in summer. Conditions change drastically towards winter. Very unstable

gradients predominate o-r the warm waters of the Norwegian-Barents Sea,

and a sharp gradient exists towards the Polar Ocean, where very strong

inversions predominate. The strongest positive vertical temperature gradient

(the most intense inversion) is found over the Beaufort Sea and N.W. of the

Canadian Archipelago. The most frequent occurrence of inversion is found

towards the Siberian side of the Polar Ocean.

The previously published values are used for the present study.

It became evident that there are many uncertainties in the determination

of the individual terms. It might therefore be argued that it is doubtful

if the small changes can be determined, which would result in clizrtic

variations. This would be true especially for the long wave radiation terms,

due to their high values. Various methods of determining long wave fluxes

will, moreover, give different results. However, this is not particularly

serious, if the method used is consistent for all long wave terms. The

relative values will remain acceptable, although the absolute values may

require adjustments.

SOLAR iUADIATION

A. At the surface. The absorbed solar radiation at the surface is the most

important radiative term on the income side of the budget. It is governed
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by three elements:

(a) water vapour content of the air,

(b) cloud amount and type,

(c) albedo of the surface.

(a) The influence of water vapour on the amount of radiation absorbed at the

ground remains largely unchanged with variations in content, and this element

can be disregarded. With present-day water vapour content, the cloudless

sky solar radiation at the surface is set out in Table 1.

(b) The smallest amounts of solar radiation are received under overcast

conditions. There are many possibilities in this case, as clouds can have

various optical densities (e.g., depending on cloud top albedo). Table 2

shows the relevant figures for cloud types such as those presently found in

the Arctic. A significant change in the general temperature level will give

values different from those presented in Table 2. Cloud depletion depends

both on location and on season, and the Polar Ocean and its bordering areas

seem to be critical, with rapid changes in time and space. The influence

of cloud cover can be great, especially with low clouds. Almost one half

of the clear sky radiation can be lost. Most of the cloud effect occurs at

mid-summer.

A change of 1/10 in stratus cloud cover in June and July would bring a

change in total annual depletion of solar radiation as follows:

65°N 700 750 80o 850 90°N

cal cm"2 x 10: 222 208 193 188 193 202
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For comparison, evaporation and sensible heat flux are of about this

magnitude, and the tot-al annual ocean advection would equal a change in

the amount of St of about 3/10 in Jtune and July. It is apparent that very

high variations in the total annual solar radiation income must be expected.

It would seem that changes in the radiation climate, at least, would be r

likely over the Polar Ocean than in lower latitudes. The dampening effect of

the ice and water surface will be discussed later.

(c) The surface albedo has the greatest effect on the solar radiation.

The lowest value is found for a water surface, whose albedo depends on the
3I

solar altitude. Table 3a gives the values used, interpolated from Angstrom

(1925) for water surfaces, and 3b the absorbed clear sky radiation for open

water conditions.

The albedo increases sharply for surfaces of ice and snow. A

wide range of values have been reported; in the present study a value of

75% has been adopted, from Larsson and Orvig (1962), as an areal average

before melting takes place.

Table 3c gives solar radiation absorbed at the surface under

different extreme surface and atmospheric conditions. Very great variations

are apparent.

B. Solar radiation absorption in the atmosphere. This quantity is higher

in polar latitudes than elsewhere, but its value remains nuall compared to
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bsr----- -t th-M rae It S r~ stmultdive to changes in water
V-apoUr uonLent, especially with low solar altitude.

One cloud type, St, 500 m thick, was used for the calculation of

absorption within clouds. Our knowledge is not sufficient of clourd thick-

nesses, water content, and heights of the various cloud types to go in more

detail. Table 4 gives the absorption values for clear sky and for overcast

conditions with St. It is apparent that variations in the atmospheric solar

absorption are of rather small importance for climatic change.

LONG WAVue RADIATION

A. The surface balance. The possibility of variations in long wave

ridiation is much more likely than for solar radiation, and the long wave

streams in both directions are closely related. The surface radiation is a

function of temperature, and one can assume a wide range of temperatu-'es.

The atmosphere's back radiation can, however, not be chosen arbitrarily, as

the vertical temperature gradient must be < lC/2.OO m, which controls the

lowest values to be expected for back radiation.

It is difficult to construct theoretical polar atmospheres which

include the possible extremes. The following is an example of typical polar

conditions, in order to obtain an idea of the importance of radiational ex-

changes caused by various dynamic conditions.

The most important part of the atmosphere is the lowest 1500 m layer.

-14-



Changes in the vertical structure of the atmosphere have a significant

influence on the long wave radiation balance, and it would be possible to

change the energy budget even without the influence of clouds. By examining

the actual cloudfree balance, it becomes apparent that the atmosphere is at

present adjusted in the best possible way for the conservation of energy.

At 80eN, in March, with a surface temperature around -30 C, the clear sky

-2 -1
long wave radiation balance is -92 cal cm day . In June, with a surface

temperature of 00C, the value is -163 cal. The winter value is the result

of an efficient energy conserving stratification, while the summer value is

caused by a rather unfavourable condition. A more positive summer condition

could only be obtained if the advected energy were much greater than that

available at the surface.

According to Vowinckel and Orvig (1965) a monthly winter value of
-2

advection for the Central Polar Ocean is 6,000 - 7,000 cal cm against a

value of 2,000 - 2,500 cal from the surface. Since most of the solar

radiation is available at the surface, it is quite clear that abnormally

high advection would have to be produced to maintain a strong surface in-

version of some 1,000 m thickness in summer. An advection of about

8,000 cal em-2 month-1 would be required. This is a higher value than the

present winter ones.

It is unlikely that the energy transport through the ice in winter

can be much reduced. Vowinclol (1964) showed that the heat flux changes

very little once the ice is thicker than 1.5 to 2 m. The main interest in
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the present study lies therefore in the calculation of the long wave fluxes

for the other extreme: an open Polar Ocean in winter, with a surface

temperature of -20C in the coldest month. Using an average gradient of

-8 degrees between the surface and 850 mb, and 80% relative humidity, the

long wave balance would be -174 cal cm2 day-1 for clear sky conditions,

i.e., the long wave balance would be almost the same as now in summer.

It can be concluded that, for cloudless conditions:

1. There is little possibility for a change in the long wave balance

in sumr.

2. In winter, the long wave balance could become much more negative

(up to 100 cal cm-2 day-1 ) with an increase of the surface

temperature towards that of open water.

3. In winter, the development of a less negative balance than the

present seems unlikely.

The most variable factors in the long wave balance are the cloud

amount and cloud height. Also, clouds make the vertical structure of the

atmosphere very important. The result is a great number of possible

variations in the long wave balance.

The cloud amount was %ranged first in the present investigation,

and the atmospheric structure kept unaltered. For purpose of comparison

with solar radiation, the clear sky conditions are given as the standard

(for long wave radiation this is an arbitrary choice and not an extreme

value).
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The results of these calculations are given in Table 5. The clear sky

values are all negative. The magnitude of the negative balance decreases

to the north, firstly because of the lower radiational temperatures and

secondly because the stability of the lower atmosphere increases.

The introduction of clouds makes the energy budget less negative,

and with St in winter the long wave balance even becomes positive. The

change from clear sky conditions becomes less with increasing cloud height.

This is a result of lowe- cloud temperatures and in addition, for Ci, its

partial transmissivity of long wave radiation.

The absolute values in Table 5 show a remarkably uniform change

from clear sky to overcast throughout the year. Relatively, however, the

wlut~er clouds are much more efficient, as the presence of clouds makes the

winter inversion most effective. In summer the inversion is much weaker

and the clouds accordingly less effective.

As arguments in climatic change discussions, these statements

must be used with caution. The presence of a continuous cloud layer, with

its positive long wave balance, excludes the prolonged existence of an

intense surface inversion. Thus, even if a continuous cloud layer did form

over the Polar Ocean in winter, the surface radiation balance would not be

increased to the level indicated unless the advection were increased

simultaneously to supply the required energy for the increased surface

radiation budget.
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Table 5 gives, Jn its last part, figures for an assumed open

Polar Ocean. The present temperature lapse rates between the surface and

850 mb at 700 N, ooE were taken as representative. The results show that

the clear sky long wave balance would be much more negative than the present

conditions. This is a result of the increased lapse rate. The negative

long wave balance, however, would be more than compensated for by the in-

creased solar radiation balance. This is demonstrated by the following

figures which show the annual radiation balance of an open Polar Ocean,

assuming cloud amounts and types during the year as presently at 700 .

Solar Atmospheric Surface Balance Change from
radiation radiation radiation present

down up

K cal cm 2  57.7 215.4 243.1 +30.0 *27.4

B. Long wave radiation loss to space, The radiation loss to space

originates partly at the surface and partly in the atmosphere. Many

combinations of conditions are possible, even when a conservative select-

ion is made: temperatures at 300 mb may vary between -60 and -400, at the

surface between -300 and 100; relative humidity may range from 39% to

90%; the temperature lapse rates may fall between dry adiabatic and strong

inversion.

Korb et al (1959) have shown that the main contribution to long

wave radiation to space, in spite of the small moisture content, comes from

the air high in the atmosphere. The strong inversion of polar regions

- 18 -
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would cause conditions somewhat different from those of the temperate

latitudes. It is possible to estintate changes in long wave radiation

loss to space, resulting from various changes in the atmosphere.

One can imagine two marked changes in climate - firstly a

permanently open Polar Ocean and secondly an ocean without any melting.

Surface temperatures, assumed for each of these cases, are given in Table 6.

The table also shows the calculated clear sky radiation loss to space for

two moisture conditions and two sets of values for 300 mb temperature. For

cimparison, the present actual clear sky radiation loss is also given.

If clouds are introduced, the calculations became rather complicated.

The :,pper surface of the cloud acts as the main radiating body, and there

will be many possible combinations, especially as the uppermost cloud sur-

face may be made up of low, medium and high clouds.

To make the problem manageable, it was assumed that the cloud top

temperatures do not change much from the present conditions, when consider-

ing the frozen alternative over the Polar Ocean. When considering the high

temperatures of an open Polar Ocean, the cloud temperatures were interpolated

from the height assumptions used in a previous investigation (Vowinckel and

Orvig, 1964).

dAIATION BUDGETS

The individual terms can now be combined and various radiation
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budgets determined. The results for some extreme examples are presented in

Table 7, which shows monthly, seasonal and yearly values for both the sur-

face and for the surface and atmosphere combined. The effects of changes

in conditions, especially for the surface, depend on the time of year of

occurrence. At present, with relatively high albedo, the sumr difference

between clear and overcast conditions is small, while the difference in winter

is very high. The overcast conditions even show a positive winter balance

at the surface. This situation is theoretical and cannot come about in reality.

If the ocean were permanently frozen, the surface balance would be

markedly less positive in summer. It is interesting to note that the annual

surface balance with an open ocean and clear sky would be nearly similar to

that with overcast sky and present surface and atmospheric conditions. This

would be a result of the intense heat loss in winter with clear sky and open

ocean, which would compensate for the increased simmer heat gain. The

warmest surface conditions would doubtless be realized with overcast conditions

in winter and clear skies in summer. The following annual balances would

result:

with present ccaditions: + 23.9

with frozen surface: + 3.3 K cal am

with open ocean: + 47.1

Only for the frozen surface would the value become less than with

completely overcast conditions. This is so, because a certain high value of
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albedo would prevent. the anin nf hpt. hy snlar •raiatAnn frnm tnmrnRnc•n•

for the long wave loss. Such conditions are rather unlikely, however.

W4hile an open ocean would probably cause little change in cloud amount in

summer, the winter conditions would tend to cause more cloud, perhaps

between 70$ and 80%, values presently found over the Norwegian Sea.

The radiation budgets for a column in the Arctic, including both

the earth and the overlying atmosphere, all show a strongly negative balance

in Table 7. In reality, an energy balance must exist. Therefore, the

radiational deficit gives the necessary heat transport into the Arctic by

ad;.%tion in atmosphere and ocean. The present ocean advection amounts to
-i

about 5 K cal year (Vowinckel and Orvig, 1962). It is evident that even

very large relative changis in this term will remain small compared to the

atmospheric advection component.

The last line in Table 7 gives the radiution budget for an open

Polar Ocean with cloud conditions as presently found over the Norwegian Sea.

This assumption is probably better than that of clear sky or of completely

overcast, but it does involve the supposition that circulation over the

Polar Ocean should be similar to that now over the Norwegian Sea. This is,

in reality, quite unlilely. It is likely, however, that any changes would

tend in that direction. Considering the results, and those found for a

frozen Polar Ocean, which must require clear winter-cloudy summer (and an
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annual surface balance near -&K call) itU bucomn•s evident that the Polar

Ocean Is at prezent in a delicate radiational balance, and relatively

minor variations in any term can instigate a gradually intensifying process,

ending either in complete freeze-over or in complete melting.

Radiation balance calculations over a year make the tacit assumption

that the surpluses in one season can be balanced against deficits in another.

Over land surfaces this is certainly impossible. Over ocean surfaces it is

more likely, due to the high storage capacity of the water. If it is assumed

that the annual temperature variation becomes zero at 200 m (Sverdrup, 1954),

and that the temperature variation decreases linearly with depth, an input

of 10,000 cal would result in a change of 1 degrea C. Considering that

part of the solar radiation income in sumner is used in radiation to space,

an estimate of a temperature variation of 5 degrees for the open ocean would

seem to account for the required storage. A second tacit assumption is

that no export takes place of radiative energy, i.e., all seasonal surplus

goes into storage. This is doubtful. It is only valid if the atmospheric

horizontal gradients of temperature and moisture always remain so that wind

export is excluded. At present, over the Polar Ocean, this is very nearly

the case for monthly means, as shown by Vowinckel and Orvig (1965). As

soon as present day conditions are altered over the Polar Ocean, while the

surrounding areas are kept as before, it becomes highly doubtful and for an

open Polar Ocean it would be unlikely.

The results shown in Table 7 indicate that, under certain conditions
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and especially for an open ?olar Ucean, the required advection

decreases significantly. However, it would be erroneous to conclude from

the radiation budget that the still large advective term would be possible,

and that an energy balance would therefore be achievable. The energy

potentially available by advection in a particular area is only partly

dependent on the radiation budget of the area. The advected energy comes

from other regions, and the upper limit of available energy is given by

the difference in total heat content of the air over the area and of the

advected air. If the temperature and moisture content of the air over

the Polar Ocean are decreased, then the advective term will increase,

provided that the circulation remains constant. If the air over the Polar

Ocean becomes warmer and more moist, then the advection will decrease.

With an open Polar Ocean in winter it is even possible that this term will

become negative. This would increase the heat deficit oveir the Polar Ocean

and might lead to reforming of the ice cover.
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